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second section deals with imperfect information as an impediment to finding
work: search theory, implicit contract theory, and efficiency wage theory. The
third section concerns labour market institutions as sources of unemployment:
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

This article provides a very brief, idiosyncratic survey of the main theories
purporting to explain why people don't find work. It is idiosyncratic, because it
gives a macroeconomic pE~rspective on a problem - why people don't find work
- that is intrinsically microeconomic. This perspective is clearly important, since
this microeconomic problem is closely related to the macroeconomic problem. If
many people seek work but can't find it for long periods of time, the
unemployment rate will be high. The size of the unemployment rate is thus a
rough indicator of how serious the microeconomic problem is. Nowadays
macroeconomists studying unemployment are reasonably careful about
specifying the microeconqmic foundations on which their theories are based.
Microeconomists studying why people can't find work often do not show similar
care about the macro implications. This paper is a small step towards redressing
the balance.

The phenomenon of peopl~looking for work in free markets, but not finding it for
a long time, is inherently puzzling. In free markets, after all, wages are free to
respond to labour market conditions. Workers who are tired of seeking work need
only reduce their acceptance wages. So why are so many people so persistently
unsuccessful at finding jobs?

For most people the state of unemployment is far from agreeable; it commonly
brings with it illness, family problems, and loss of self-esteem. Yet over the past
two decades, more and more Europeans have chosen this course of action. The
resulting unemployment swings have come in long waves rather than in the
short-term fluctuations that characterize business cycles. Meanwhile Japanese
and US workers have largely avoided this unemployment trap. Here fluctuations
in unemployment track the fluctuations in national output much more closely.
Why?

This paper gives a whirlwind tour of the major macroeconomic theories of
unemployment, which mjght shed light on this problem, together with an
assessment of how succe~:;sful they have been in this regard.

The first section deals with market-clearing theories: the natural rate hypothesis,
the intertemporal substitution hypothesis, and real business cycle theory. The
second section deals with imperfect information as an impediment to finding
work: search theory, implicit contract theory, and efficiency wage theory. The
third section concerns labour market institutions as sources of unemployment:
labour unions, supply shocks combined with real wage rigidity, and automation
and trade combined with real wage rigidity. The fourth and fifth sections deal with



deficient demand and labqur turnover costs as sources of unemployment. The
final section deals with unemployment dynamics.

These theories providecpartial explanations for why people don't find work. It is
argued that the main achieyement of these theories is perhaps that we now have
a much better idea of what we do not understand. For example:

(a) Keynesian models appear to have done well in predicting unemployment over
the 1950s and 1960s, but not so well since, particularly in explaining why labour
and product market activities do not always move in tandem. Keynesian theory
suggests that wage-price sluggishness must play a dominant role in such an
explanation, but so far the theory bears little relation to the facts.

(b) Efficiency wage theory implies that employers' imperfect information about
their emp-Ioyees' productivities may play an important role in generating
unemployment, but we have not yet learnt how this insight helps explain the
movement of unemployment through time.

(c) Insider-outsider theory indicates that labour turnover costs, together with the
resulting insider power, has an important role to play in explaining
unemployment, but we do not properly understand how this role depends on the
characteristics of the business cycle.

(d) Search theory shows how imperfect information about the availability of
workers and jobs can lead to unemployment and vacancies, but it is not clear
which of the theory's us~ful predictions is observationally distinct from the
predictions of other, simpler theories.

(e) We know that shocks - such as oil price shocks, technological shocks, and
trade shocks - set in motion chain reactions that have longer-term implications
for unemployment behaviour, but we still have a long way to go in gaining a clear
picture of the underlying dynamics.

These are promising areas of future research.



WHY PEOPLE DON'T FIND WORK

by Dennis J. Snower

1. Introduction

The sight of people looking for work but not finding it has become increasingly

common in market economies over the past two decades. Most people have their pet hunches

for why this is so. Economists have produced theories rationalizing most of these

hunches, plus a few models that lie beyond the imagination of the layman. It is terribly

important to get this matter right, for each diagnosis has different policy

implications.

This article provides a very brief, idiosyncratic survey of the main theories. It

is idiosyncratic, because it gives a macroeconomic perspective on a problem - why people

don't find work - that is intrinsically microeconomic. This perspective is clearly

important, since this microeconomic problem is closely related to the macroeconomic

problem of unemployment. If many people seek work but can't find it for long periods of

time, the unemployment rate is going to be high. The size of the unemployment rate is

thus a rough indicator of how serious the microeconomic problem is. Nowadays

macroeconomists studying unemployment are reasonably careful about specifying the

microeconomic foundations on which their theories are based. Microeconomists studying

why people can't tin.d work often do not show similar care about the macro implications.

This paper is a small step toward redressing the balance.

The phenomenon of people looking for work in free markets, but not tinding it for

a long time, is inherently puzzling. In free markets, after all, wages are free to

respond to labour market conditions. A worker who is tired of seeking a job need only



reduce his acceptance wage. So why are so many people so persistently unsuccessful at

finding jobs?

There are several easy answers, but none of them is entirely convincing as an

encompassing explanation. The first is that the long-term unemployed do not really get

tired of job seeking; in fact, they are not really trying to find jobs at all. This

answer is particularly suspect in the light of macroeconomic developments over the past

three. decades. EC unemployment remained roughly between 2% and 3% from 1960 to 1973,

swelled from about 4% in 1975 to 6% in 1980, and has stayed stuck between about 8% and

11 % since then. Why should people have become so increasingly complacent about finding

jobs? Rising unemployment benefits and longer benefit durations clearly tell part of the

story, but only a part: the steep ascent of EC unemployment in the first part of the

1980s was not mirrored by a steep rise in unemployment benefits. It is also true that

people who, for whatever reason, remain unemployed for a long time become discouraged

and ineffective in seeking work. Nevertheless, when European unemployment fell in the

late 1980s, the long-term unemployed joined the short-term unemployed in filling the

available vacancies.

Another easy answer is that wages are not always free to adjust to unemployment:

minimum wage laws may keep the unemployed from offering their services as cheaply as

they would like. But only a small proportion of the workforces of the major market

economies is paid the minimum wage, and unemployment variations bear no close relation

to changes in minimum wage laws",

Yet another easy answer is that, for whatever reason, it takes time for wages to

adjust to changing economic fortunes and that fortunes are always changing. Thus people

leaving declining sectors are not immediately taken up in the expanding sectors. But

economists have not been successful in finding any measure of labour market "turbulence"

that matches the steep rises in European unemployment over the last three decades. The

massive increase in European long-rerm unemployment and the associated rise of the

unemployment rate relarive to the vacancy rate does not tit this explanation.
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So the problem remains. For some reason a gradually increasing number of

Europeans have found it worthwhile to remain in a state of unsuccessful job search.

There are really two puzzles here: (i) why are a given number of job seekers becoming

less successful in finding employment? and (ii) why are there so many job seekers? why

don't more give up and drop out of the labour force?

For most people the state of unemployment is far from agreeable; it commonly

brings with it illness, family problems, and loss of self-esteem. Yet, over the past two

decades, more and more Europeans have chosen this course of action. The resulting

unemployment swings have come in long waves rather than in the short-term fluctuations

that characterize business cycles. Meanwhile the US and Japanese workers have largely

avoided this unemployment trap. Here fluctuations in unemployment track the fluctuations

in national output much more closely. Why?

What follows is whirlwind tour of the major macroeconomic theories of

unemployment that could shed light on this problem, along with my dispassionate

assessment of how successful they have been in this regard. I conclude with the locus of

explanations I find most convincing.

2. Why People Don't Look for Wo.·k

I begin with three very influential theories of why people don't bother to look

for work. These theories attempt to -explain the observed swings in unemployment as the

outcome of voluntary decisions by job-seekers and job-providers under market-clearing

conditions.

2a. TIle Natural Rare Hyporhesis
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The first is the n{/{ural rare hyporhesis. I The underlying idea is simple. In a

free market economy, wages and prices are assumed to adjust promptly to bring demand

into equality with supply not only in the labour market, but in all other markets as

well. Then, if wage-price expectations are correct, unemployment will be at its "natural

rate", which depends only on the structural characteristics of the economy, namely, on

people's tastes, technologies, and resource endowments, as well as on the degree of

competition and the institutional framework in which labour, product, and financial

market activity takes place. If wage-price expectations should deviate from actual wages

and prices, then unemployment will deviate from its natural rate. Given that tastes,

technologies, resource endowments, competition, and economic institutions do not

fluctuate cyclically, much of the tluctuations in unemployment - according to this

theory - can be explained by tluctuations in expected wages and prices around their

actual values. Since the labour market is assumed to clear, all this unemployment is a

voluntary abstention from work. The important distinction between the state of

"unemployment" and that of being "out of the labour force" has no significant role to

play in this context.

In order for this theory to have predictive power, it needs to be combined with a

theory of how expectations are formed. The dominant one is the "rational expectations

hypothesis", which asserts - quite plausibly - that people are not fooled in ways that

they themselves could have predicted. In order for this hypothesis to be empirically

implementable, we need yet another theory,' this time one that tells us what people's

"information set" about the economy is, from which we could then infer what they could

have predicted. This of course is an empirically impossible task; so economists in this

area generally assume that everyone has the same information sets as the economists

themselves, except that the economists are able to get the data somewhat faster.

The implication of all this is powerful: if people make no systematic

expectational errors (viz, errors they could have predicted), then unemployment cannot

lSee, for example, Friedman (1968), Lucas (1975), and Phelps (1970).
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diverge systematically from its natural rate. Just as expected wage and price

expectations fluctuate randomly around their actual values, so unemployment will

fluctuated randomly around the natural rate.

Whatever its intellectual appeal, this theory simply fails to address the facts

of unemployment over the past decade. With the decline in union density and the moves

towards deregulation, privatization, and liberalization of labour markets in many GECD

countries over the 1980s, no one could argue that the natural rate of unemployment could

have risen significantly. Furthermore, given the stable rates of inflation over much of

the decade, it could also not be argued that people's wage-price expectations were

getting further and further out of line with actual wages and prices. Nevertheless

European unemployment, as noted, rose massively. There is nothing in the natural rate

hypothesis that provides even a clue about why this happened.

2b. The Inrerremporal Substillltion Hypothesis

The intertemporal substitution hypothesis2 provides another rationale for why

people don't look for work. As the name implies, this hypothesis is concerned with

workers' desire to engage in intertemporal substitution of work for leisure, and vice

versa, in response to various economic incentives. For example, if workers believe that

real wages are temporarily depressed and will rise in the future, they may wish to

partake of more leisure now and work harder later. The same may be true if they perceive

real interest rates to be temporarily low, since that means that their current wage

income cannot be transferred into the future at an advantages rate.

How this hypothesis could seriously explain European unemployment defies the

imagination. Many millions of people in Europe joined the unemployment register in the

mid-1970s, early 1980s, and early 1990s. Can we honestly believe that these were simply

colossal leisure binges, taken because workers were expecting real wages or real

2See, for example, Barro (1981) and Lucas and Rapping (1969).
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interest rates to rise later on? Regarding the upward trend in European unemployment

rates since the mid-1970s, can we honestly assert that we are observing a very long-term

intertemporal substitution, whereby workers have decided to enjoy a lot of free time for

two decades, perhaps with the intention of working very long hours for the next two

decades? And even if the monstrous implausibility of these suppositions is put aside, we

are still left with the fact that the available empirical evidence indicates that

people's hours of work are unresponsive to real wage and real interest rate variations,

and that much of these variations tend to be permanent rather than temporary.

2c. The Real Business Cycle Theory

The real business cycle theory3 takes issue with the presumption, made above,

that the structural characteristics of the economy - tastes, technologies, endowments,

institutions, competitive structure - do not change abruptly and thus cannot explain the

abrupt swings in unemployment. Specitically, the theory identities technological shocks

as the main source of macroeconomic tluctuations. Perfectly informed individuals, all

maximizing their utility subject to technological and resource constraints, respond to

these technological shocks by intertemporally substituting labour, leisure, and

consumption.

The intertemporal substitution hypothesis, on which this theory relies heavily,

has already been discussed. Beyond that, it is difficult to get a clear picture of what

the technological shocks are. Whereas technological advances (that are the source of the

booms in the real business cycle theory) are relatively easy to identify, the

technological setbacks (that give rise to the recessions) are not. It is hard to see how

knowledge and expertise gets lost, particularly on the large scale that is necessary to

account for the deep recessions we have witnessed over the past two decades. 4

3See, for example, King and Plosser (1984), King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988a,b), Kydland
and Prescott (1982), and Long and Plosser (1983).
4In the real business cycle models, the technological shocks are measured by "Solow
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Finally, it would be difticult, if not impossible, to defend the real business

cycle models by de-emphasizing the role of technological shocks and concentrating on

swings in, say, tastes instead. For then these models would be unable to explain why

consumption rises and leisure falls in an economic upturn, and the opposite happens in a

downturn. The reason is that a change in tastes does not affect the labour demand curve,

and thus in an upturn employment would rise only if the real wage fell; but a fall in

the real wage would reduce consumption and increase leisure - the opposite of what

actually happens.

3. Why People Don't Find WOI"k: Impel"feet Information

We now turn to the theories that attempt to explain why people look for work but

don't find it. We begin with the theories that focus on imperfect information as the

obstacle to finding work.

3a. Search Theory

In the search theories5 unemployment arises because workers have imperfect

information about the availability of jobs. It makes sense for them to look for work

since they know that there are vacant jobs within their reach with wages that are

sufficiently high so that the marginal benetit from seeking a job exceeds the marginal

cost. But since they don't know precisel y where these jobs are, they may not find them

right away. The result is "frictional unemployment". This unemployment does not go away

residuals", which are the differences through time between the growth rate of output and
a weighted average of the growth rates of factor inputs. But given the difficulty of
interpretting negative Solow residuals as technological regress, it is perhaps more
Qlausible to see them as retlecting labour and capital hoarding.
5See, for example, Blanchard and Diamond (1989), Diamond (1982), Mortensen (1986), and
Pissarides (1986).
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since there are always some workers getting fired, some entering the labour force, and

some retiring from it.

At centre-stage in all search models lies a "matching function", which specifies

how the expected number of matches is related to the number of unemployed workers and

the number of vacant jobs. It is not plausible, however, to attribute the rise in

European unemployment to a deterioration of this matching technology, because the

dissemination of labour market information has improved with the passage of time. Nor

are the recent periods of high unemployment related to comparatively high degrees of

labour market "turbulence", i.e. sectoral imbalances responsible for job creation and

job destruction. 6 There are, of course, many other reasons why unemployment may

fluctuate in the search models; tluctuations in real interest rates, unemployment

benefits, and productivity are prominent examples. But these reasons are not specific to

search theory; there are many other theories that explain why unemployment rises when

the real interest rate increases, the unemployment benefit increases, or productivity

falls. Thus the final verdict is not yet in on where the unique contribution of search

theory to our understanding of unemployment lies.

3b. Implicit Contract TheO/»

The point of departure for the implicit contract theories7 is that because

workers are more risk-averse than finn's or have less access to financial markets than

firms, firms have an incentive to remunerate their employees not merely by paying wages,

but also by providing insurance against tluctuations in income. Moreover, since workers

are assumed to be immobile among firms, wage-employment contracts must be negotiated

before all contingencies determining the demands for and supplies of labour are known.

6The turbulence hypothesis has been formalized by Lilien (1982), but has found no
significant empirical support, e.g. Abraham and Katz (1986).
7See , for example, Azariadis (1975), Gordon (1974), Grossman and Hart (1981, 1983), and
Hart (1983).
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The insurance that finns given their workers in the efficient wage-employment contracts

may, under specified conditions, involve stabilizing the real wage and allowing

employment to tluctuate more than it would have done in spot markets.

To explain how unemployment can arise in this context, it is necessary to assume

that there is asymmetric information, e.g. firms know more about productivity shocks

than their employees. But the unemployment results are not robust: under some postulated

utility functions for the workers unemployment can occur in' response to adverse

productivity shocks, but under other utility functions there is over-employment. It

seems genuinely impossible to rationalize the long swings in postwar GECD unemployment

and the inter-country differences in unemployment time paths on this basis.

3c. Efficiency Wage Them)'

In the efficiency wage theory, tirms are assumed to have imperfect information

about individual employees' productivities and are thus unable to make their wage offer

contingent on their employees' performance. The tirms are also assumed to be wage

setters and they observe that by raising their wage offers they are able to stimulate

the average productivity of their workforce. The reason is that higher wage offers

enable a firm to recruit more highly qualitied employees or motivate employees to work

harder. 8 In other variants of the theory, higher wages discourage workers from quitting

the firm, thereby reducing the firm's labour turnover costs. 9 Consequently firms may

have an incentive to keep the wage above the level that would be necessary to ensure

full employment. The unemployed are unable to get jobs by offering to work for less than

gIn Weiss (1980) a higher wage offer encourages workers of high skill, who were
previously self-employed, to join the tirm. In Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) the firm
randomly samples workers' effort and tires those who shirk; thus a higher wage offer
raises effort by raising the expected penalty for shirking. In Snower (1983) a higher
wage offer discourages workers from searching on the job and thereby promotes
productivity. In Akerlof (L982) workers agree to work more than what is specified in
their contract and tirms. in return. pay more than the minimum amount that would be
necessary to attract them.
9See, for example, Salop (1979) and Stiglitz (1985).
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the prevailing wage, because it is not in the firms' interests to allow the wage to

fall.

The great strength of this theory is that it provides one conceivable explanation

for why, even under perfectly tlexible wages, people may be involuntarily unemployed,

that is, unemployed even though they would prefer to do the jobs of the current job

holders at less than the prevailing wage. Beyond that, however, it is not clear that the

efficiency wage theory can shed much light on why EC unemployment has risen over the

past two decades, why US and Japanese unemployment has fared better, or why unemployment

in many countries varies less within a business cycle than from one cycle to the next.

These phenomena clearly cannot be ascribed to differences in monitoring technologies

through time and across countries: it is quite implausible that EC unemployment should

have risen because firms have become worse at monitoring their employees' performance;

nor is it plausible that US unemployment recovered more quickly from the recent

recessions than EC unemployment because US tinns have more information about their

employees than EC tirms. Of course many efticiency wage models also explain how

unemployment may rise in response to a drop in labour productivity, a rise in the real

interest rate, or a rise in the unemployment benefit. But as with the search models, the

efficiency wage models cannot lay unique claim to these predictions. The efficiency wage

models do not add much to what other theories have have to say in this respect.

4. Why People Don't Find Work: Labour M:1I'ket Institutions

In another group of theories, various labour market institutions are identified

as the crucial impediments that keep people frol11 finding work.

4a. Labour Unions

10



In the traditional union theories,IO all unions members are assumed to have

identical preferences and have an equal share in the available work. Then the union

represents the interest of its members by exerting its monopoly power in wage setting,

much like sellers of goods or services exert their monopoly power in price setting. The

resulting wages will be higher and employment will be lower than it would have been in

the absence of the union's influence on the wage. If all workers in the economy belong

to unions, then aggregate employment will be less than it would have been under full

employment. The difference may be called unemployment (or under-employment) and is

wholly voluntary.

More recent union theories recognise that unions take greater account of the the

interests of their employed members than of the unemployed and that the employed workers

have greater access to work than the unemployed do. The unemployment arising in this

setting may be voluntary from the vantage point of the employed union members, but is

generally involuntary from the vantage point of the unemployed, since the latter could

be made better off by a wage reduction associated with a rise in employment.

The main weakness of these theories lies not in what they do tell us, but in what

they don't. They don't tell us why the unemployed workers don't leave the unions that

don't represent their interests, and start new unions making lower wage claims. Nor do

the theories tell us what gives unions their clout. Since union coverage in most market

economies is far under 100%, why don't employers simply throw out high-wage union

members and hire low-wage non-menibers instead? 11

On the empirical front, it is worth noting that although there is some

association between inter-country differences in unemployment rates over several decades

and inter-country differences in unemployment rates, the union theories have not

lOSee, for example, McDonald and Solow (1981) and Oswald (1982, 1985).
IlThis question is answered by the insider-outsider theory, discussed below. But if the
answer of the insider-outsider theory is accepted - namely, that it is labour turnover
costs that prevent finns from replacing union members by non-members - the traditional
union theories must undergo substantial revision. (See, for example, Lindbeck and Snower
(1987).
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performed well over the past decade in predicting movements of unemployment through

time. In the first part of the 1980s. for example. union membership in the UK and

several other European countries fell while unemployment rose.

4b. Supply Shocks and Real Wage Rigidiry

Another intluential view attributes European unemployment to the intluence of

supply-side shocks under rigid real wages. This is the line of Bruno and Sachs (1985),

who have claimed that the adverse supply shocks of the late 1970s reduced labour demand

and, since real wages refused to faH, unemployment rose. The source of the real wage

rigidity is not identified in detail; it could be union activity, a downward rigidity in

real unemployment benetits, or some other institutional pressure.

This line sounds eminently plausible but, on retlection, it can only teH a small

part of the story. The second oil price shock of 1979 started the recession of the early

1980s, but real oil prices came down steadily in the first half of the 1980s while EC

unemployment rose steadily. Furthermore, if people can't find work because labour demand

is limited and real wages are rigid, one would expect employment to rise as productivity

rises. But whereas European productivity rose briskly between 1980 and 1987, European

unemployment fell by about I % in this period.

4c. Technological Change. lnrernariof/al Trode. (/lId Real Wage Rigidiry

Another very popular line - particularly among politicians and journalists - is

that people can't tind work because they are being replaced by (1) machines and (2)

cheap labour from the Third World and the ex-communist countries. Technological change

is assumed to be markedly labour-saving, so that the rise in automation, for instance,

12



reduces the demand for labour. 12 Interestingly enough, trade with the labour-abundant

countries of the Third World and the transforming economies of Eastern and Central

Europe and the republics that constituted the Soviet Union can have a similar impact,

since such trade may be expected to raise the capital-intensive commodities and reduce

the demand for labour-intensive ones in the West. To make sense of these arguments as a

rationale for unemployment, we must presuppose some real wage rigidity, for then the

fall in labour demand translates into a fall in employment rather than a fall in wages.

This story also has a good ring to it, but it does not fit all the relevant

facts. If it were true, we would expect labour's share of total production costs to fall

through time, whereas the opposite has happened for much of the past two decades.

Furthermore, the arguments centering on both automation and trade imply that

productivity of those who remain employed must have risen briskly. This prediction does

not sit comfortably with the widely noted European productivity slow-down since the

1970s.

5. Why People Don't Find Work: Deficient Demand

In t~e Keynesian theory, people can't find work because firms are not producing

enough goods and services; tirms are not doing so because there is too little demand;

,and demand is deticient because people can't tind work. What lies at the source of this

vicious cycle is the insight that deticient demand in the labour market originates in

the product market and deficient demand in the product market originates in the labour

market. Activity in these two markets goes up and down together. The mechanism that puts

this vicious cycle into operation is wage-price rigidity. A fall in product demand will

reduce labour demand if wages don't fall sufficiently; a fall in labour demand will

reduce product demand if prices a downwards-rigid.

12See, for example, Rostow (1983).
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This view has been vastly intluential throughout the postwar period. Originally

proposed by Keynes (1936), it was given a microeconomic rationale, based on exogenously

given wages and prices, by Barro and Grossman (1976). Malinvaud (\ 977), Muellbauer and

Portes (1978) and others. More recently, wage-price rigidities have been rationalized

through staggering models l3 (which assume that wages and prices are fixed over

substantial contract periods and are staggered, rather than set simultaneously) and

menu-cost models 14 (which show how small costs of wage-price change can generate

significant wage-price inertia).

Yet it is far from clear that this model sheds much light on the unemployment

experience of the 1980s. In the first part of the 1980s. European labour and product

market activity did not move together at all. Product demand started to pick up towards

the end of 1982, but employment did not start to improve until 1986 in the UK and even

later in most other West European countries. This gap is simply too large to be

explained away by inventory dynamics or lags between inputs and outputs in production

processes. The Keynesian vision of tightly linked labour and product demand is called

into question here. It turns out that the link was much stronger in the US and the EFTA

countries than in the EC over the 1980s, but it would certainly be absurd to rationalize

this in the Keynesian way, by suggesting that the US and EFTA face much more wage-price

sluggishness than the EC.

6. Why People Don't Find Work: Labour Turnover Costs

In the insider-outsider theory ,15 labour turnover costs are the impediments that,

through their intluence on wage and employment decisions, keep people from finding work.

These costs, falling at least in part on the firms. give market power to the "insiders"

(experienced, incumbent employees), who know that their employers would tlnd it costly

13For example, Blanchard (1983), Calvo (\ 983), and Taylor (1979).
l4For example, Akerlof and Yellen (1985) and Mankiw (1985).
l5See, for example, Lindbeck and Snower (1986, 1988).
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to replace them. The insiders are assumed to use this power to pursue their own

interests in the wage setting process. Thus the wages of experienced employees wages

turn out higher than they would otherwise have been. The labour turnover costs

discourage the firm from firing their current insiders, but the high insider wages also

discourage hiring of new entrants.

Some of the labour turnover costs (such as training costs) are an intrinsic part

of the production process; others (like severance payments) are the result of rent

seeking activities. The rent-related turnover costs give the insiders preferential

conditions of employment over the "outsiders" (who are either unemployed or working in

the unprotected "secondary" sector of the economy). Unemployment in this setting can

turn out to be involuntary in the sense that the outsider can't tind work on account of

their inferior employment opportunities.

The insider-outsider theory sheds some light on the differences in the

unemployment experiences of Europe and the US. When business cycles are short-lived and

mild, countries with comparatively high labour turnover costs may be expected to do

relatively little hiring or tiring, hoarding labour in the slumps and bringing it back

into use in the booms. But in the face of deep, prolonged recessions, these countries

will stop hoard and start tiring labour. In the latter case, tirms will be comparatively

slow to rehire this labour as the recovery get under way, fearing that they may incur

further firing costs should the recovery not materialize. and thus investment in labour

saving capital equipment may then take the place of employment. This may help explain

(a) why unemployment rates in Europe were signiticantly lower than in the US in the

1950s and 60s, but signiticantly higher since the mid-70s, (b) why US unemployment has

been more variable than European unemployment, and (c) why there has been a "decoupling"

of employment and production activities in Europe but not in the US.

One problem with the insider-outsider theory is that it is difficult to test

empirically. The reason is that many labour turnover costs that may well be very

important in practice - such as the costs arising when insiders cooperate with one
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another in the process of production but not with underbidding entrants, or when

insiders harass the underbidding entrants in order to raise their marginal disutility of

work16 - are inherently difficult to measure. The main measurable turnover costs are

those associated with hiring, training, and firing, and even here data is severely

limited.

7. Why Its Takes So Long for People to Find Work

In view of all that has been said so far, it seems unwise to believe that there is

one single, major cause that keeps people from tinding work. A more sensible approach,

to my mind, is to see unemployment as the outcome of four interrelated phenomena:

(i) "shocks" which reduce labour demand or raise labour supply at given wages, or ones

which raise wages at given employment,

(ii) "amplifiers" which magnify the effect of the shocks on unemployment,

(iii) "propagators" which carry the shocks from one market to another, and

(iv) "lags" which carry the effects of the shock from the present into the future.

The discussion above has already covered a variety of shocks - oil price shocks,

trade shocks, technological shocks, and others. The Keynesian mechanism that carriers

the effects of a product demand shock into the labour market is a good example of a

propagator.

Amplifiers are quite straightforward; they simply depend on the slopes of demand

and supply curves. Specifically, picture a labour market equilibrium in terms of the

intersection between a labour demand curve (that tells us how much labour is demanded at

any given real wage) and a wage setting curve (that indicates the real wage that will be

set at any given level of employment). The difference between the equilibrium level of

employment and the labour force at the equilibrium real wage is the equilibrium level of

unemployment. In this setting, an adverse labour demand shock (that reduces the amount

16See Lindbeck and Snower (1988).
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of labour demand at any given real wage) will generally reduce the equilibrium level of

employment. The tlatter the wage setting curve (i.e. the more responsive is wage setting

to changes in the level of employment) the greater will be the effect of the labour

demand shock on equilibrium employment and unemployment. In this way the slope of the

wage setting curve can act as an amplifier of a labour demand shock. Naturally, the

slope of the labour demand curve and the labour force participation curve (depicting the

amount of the labour force participation at any given real wage) can be amplifiers along

similar lines.

Labour economists have devoted a lot of effort to estimating the labour demand,

wage setting, and labour force curves of market economies. One thing that emerges from

these studies is that the slopes of these curves can di ffer dramatically from country to

country. So it is clear that the unemployment effect of a particular shock - like an oil

price shock - may be greatly amplified in one country but not in another.

That leaves the lags, which have the most central and interesting role to play in

explaining the movement of unemployment through time. The underlying principle is

simple, but its implications for unemployment dynamics can be very complex indeed. The

principle is that the position of each of the curves described above - the labour demand

curve, the wage setting curve, and the labour force participation curve - depends, in

part, on what has happened in the past. Thus previous periods' real wages, employment,

and labour force participation help determine the values of these variables at present.

For this reason a labour market shock occurring in one period may have effects on

unemployment in many subsequent periods.

The first step towards understanding how this works is to identify the principal

lagged effects operating on the labour demand. wage setting, and labour force

participation curves. To aid our intuition, let us give each of these lagged effects a

name that suggest an important underlying rationale (although other rationales are

conceivable as well):
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(a) The "employment adjustment effect" arises when the position of the labour demand

curve depends on past employment. This may happen when firms face employment adjustment

costs. I?

(b) The "insider membership effect" makes the position of the wage setting curve depend

on past employment. It may arise when insiders' objectives in wage negotiations depend

on the size of tirms' insider workforces. 18

(c) The "wage staggering effect" may be depicted by letting the position of the wage

setting curve depend on past wages. Staggered wage setting may be the reason why current

wage decisions depend on past ones. 19

(d) The "long-term unemployment effect" makes the position of the wage setting equation

depend on past unemployment. This may happen when the long-term unemployed lose

motivation to search for jobs and thus have less intluence on the wage setting process

than the short-term unemployed. 20

(e) The "labour force adjustment effect" occurs when the position of the labour force

participation curve depends on the past labour force magnitudes.

These effects can interact with one another in complex ways, so there are no

simple conclusions to be derived for the way unemployment responds through time to a

particular shock. It is clear, however, that the form of the response will depend

crucially on the form of the shock. And shocks come in all shapes and sizes. At one

extreme there are "temporary" shocks that occur for just one period, as when labour

demand (at a given real wage) declines from period [ to [+1 and then, in period [+2.

returns to its original value and remains there for ever after. At the other extreme are

"permanent" shocks, as when labour demand (at a given real wage) declines from period [

to [+ 1 and remains at its new value thereafter.

17For example, Nickell (1978).
18This effect is developed in the insider-outsider theory. See, for example, Blanchard
and Summers (1986) and Lindbeck and Snower (1987).
I9This effect is described in the staggering theory, e.g. Taylor (1979).
20See, for example, Bean and Layard (1988).
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Due to the lagged effects aboye, a temporary shock can have prolonged effects on

unemployment. This means, for example, that a temporary rise in oil prices (as in the

mid- and late- 1970s) may affect unemployment rates for many years thereafter. This

phenomenon, which has received a lot of attention in the macroeconomic literature, is

called "unemployment persistence".2 l

Furthermore, a permanent shock can have delayed effects on unemployment. For

instance, the long-lasting contractionary monetary and fiscal policies in many European

countries during the 1980s may have had unemployment effects that took some time to

manifest themselves. This phenomenon, which has been given less attention, may be termed

"imperfect unemployment responsiveness". If unemployment displays inertia, so that the

actual unemployment rate gradually rises to its long-run value after an adverse shock,

it may be said to be "under-responsive"; if it overshoots its long-run value and then

gradually returns to that value, it may be called "over-responsive".

Karanassou and Snower (1993a, b) measure unemployment persistence and

responsiveness for several market economies and evaluate how the various lagged effects

each contribute to these aggregate phenomena. The upshot of these studies is that there

are no easy answers to the question of how unemployment responds dynamically to shocks.

A particular lagged effect can augment unemployment persistence in one country but

dampen it in another; similarly with unemployment responsiveness. Within a particular

country, lagged effects that augment persistence by dampen responsiveness, and vice

versa.

These are matters of vital policy concern. Through changes in job security

legislation, wage subsidies to the long-term unemployed. and other measures, policy

makers can intluence many of the lagged effects above. How they do so must presumably

depend, in part, on the extent to which these lags amplify or dampen the degree of

unemployment persistence and imperfect unemployment responsiveness. The results above

21 "Hysteresis" is an extreme case of unemployment persistence, where a temporary shock
has permanent (not merely long-lasting) effects on unemployment. (See, for example,
Blanchard and Summers (1986).)
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imply that different countries may require· quite different policies to deal with the

same unemployment problem, and within a particular country, quite different policies may

be required to deal with temporary and permanent shocks.

8. Concluding Remat'ks .

The theories above shed some light on why people don't find work. But the rays of

light are thin and the areas left in darkness are large. Perhaps the main achievement of

our many partial explanations is that we now have a much better idea of what we do not

understand. For example:

(a) Keynesian models appear to have done well in predicting unemployment over the 1950s

and 60s, but not so well since then, particularly in explaining why labour and product

market activities do not always move in tandem. Keynesian theory suggests that wage

price sluggishness must play a dominant role in such an explanation, but so far the

theory bears little relation to the facts.

(b) The efficiency wage theory implies that employers' imperfect information about their

employees' productivities may play an important role in generating unemployment, but we

have not yet learnt how this insight helps explain the movement of unemployment through

time.

(c) The insider-outsider theory indicates that labour turnover costs, together with the

resulting insider power, has an important role to play in explaining unemployment, but

we do not properly understand how this role depends on the characteristics of the

business cycle.

(d) The search theory shows how imperfect information about the availability of workers

and jobs can lead to unemployment and vacancies, but it is not clear which of the

theory's useful predictions is observationally distinct from the predictions of other,

si mpler theories.
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(e) We know that shocks - such as oil price shocks, technological shocks, and trade

shocks set in motion chain reactions that have longer-term implications for

unemployment behavior, but we still have a long way to go .in gaining a clear picture of

the underlying dynamics.

These loci of ignorance presumably help set the research agenda for the coming

years. If progress will be made here, there are exciting times ahead.
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